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INTRODUCTION 
We have said that two artin algebras /1 and (1’ are stably equivalent 
if the categories mod /I and mod .4’ modulo projectives, i.e., the 
categories mod A/P and mod A’/P, in our previous notation, are 
equivalent [l]. The general problem is to understand what it means for 
two artin algebras to be stably equivalent. Examples of properties that 
are preserved by stable equivalence are being I-Gorenstein [l], being of 
Loewy length at most 2 [4]. And if /l is an indecomposable algebra of 
Loewy length greater than 2, and a direct factor of an algebra stably 
equivalent to a self-injective algebra, then (1 is itself self-injective [8]. 
On the other hand, global dimension, commutativity and Loewy length 
in general are examples of properties that are not preserved [2,4]. 
In this paper we shall investigate the special class of Nakayama (i.e., 
generalized uniserial) algebras. We study to which extent an algebra 
stably equivalent to a Nakayama algebra is again Nakayama. We show 
that if (1’ is stably equivalent to a Nakayama algebra (1 of Loewy length 
at most 4 (i.e., r* = 0, where r denotes the radical of (1), then /1’ is also 
Nakayama. We use results of J. A. Green on stable equivalence of group 
algebras and an example in [6] to show that our result is the best possible. 
As we already pointed out, we have seen in [4] that two algebras may 
be stably equivalent and still have different Loewy length. We have also 
seen that if (1 and fl’ are stably equivalent, and stably equivalent to an 
hereditary algebra, they have the same Loewy length [4]. Here we show 
that the same conclusion holds for stably equivalent Nakayama algebras. 
An interesting unsolved problem in this area is whether two stably 
equivalent artin algebras have the same number of nonprojective simple 
(left) modules. This question has been answered in the affirmative for the 
algebras stably equivalent to hereditary algebras [4], and for certain 
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stably equivalent group algebras by J. A. Green. We here show that the 
answer is yes also for stably equivalent Nakayama algebras. 
In the last section we shall use our results to give a counterexample to 
the following: In [I] was shown that gl.dim. A < n implies gl.dim. 
mod(mod A) < 3n - 1, ( see [l] or Section I for notation), and that 
conversely if gl.dim.mod(mod A) < 3 * 1 - 1 = 2, then A is stably 
equivalent to an artin algebra A’ with gl.dim. A’ ,< 1. Here we show 
that an analogous converse does not hold for n = 2, i.e., we give an 
example of an artin algebra A which is not stably equivalent to any artin 
algebra of global dimension at most two, but for which gl.dim. 
mod(mod A) < 5. 
Most of our results hold also for the more general case of dualizing 
R-varieties [l], and using the results developed in [I] for dualizing 
R-varieties, the proofs are almost identical. We shall deal just with artin 
algebras, and leave the generalizations to the reader. 
1 
We start this section by recalling some definitions and fixing some 
notation. An artin algebra A is an artin ring which is finitely generated 
over its center. We shall assume that all our artin algebras are basic. A is 
said to be Nakayama (generalized uniserial) if the indecomposable left 
and right projective A-modules have a unique composition series. For 
a dualizing R-variety D = mod CD was defined to be Nakayama if for 
each indecomposable projective and injective object in D the subobjects 
are totally ordered by inclusion [I]. The smallest positive integer n such 
that r”M = 0 for a A-module M where r denotes the radical of A, is 
called the Loewy length of M, which we shall denote by IL(M). L(M) 
will denote the length of a A-module M. We denote by mod A the 
category of finitely generated (left) A-modules, and by mod A/P the 
category mod A modulo projectives. The objects of this category are the 
finitely generated A-modules, denoted by M for a A-module M, and 
Hom(@, N) = H om,(M, iV)/P(M, N), where P(M, N) is the subgroup 
of Hom,(M, N) consisting of the maps which factor through projective 
A-modules. We shall denote the image off E Hom,(M, N) in Hom(M, N) 
by f. Analogously mod A/E denotes the category mod A modulo injec- 
tives. We say that A and A’ are stably equivalent if mod A/P and 
mod Al/P, or equivalently, mod A/E and mod Al/E, are equivalent 
categories [l]. Let mod(mod A) denote the finitely presented contra- 
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variant functors from mod A to A6, i.e., cokernels of maps between 
representable functors. We denote by mod(mod A) the full subcategory 
of mod(mod A) whose objects are the functors which vanish on projective 
objects. We recall from [l] that mod(mod A) is a dualizing R-variety. 
We have a natural embedding of mod A/P into mod(mod A), inducing 
an equivalence of categories between mod A/P and the full subcategory 
of projective objects of mod(mod A). The embedding is given by sending 
l!f to ( , iY), where ( , M)(X) = Hom(X, M). 
Let now M be an indecomposable nonprojective object in mod A. We 
shall discuss what it means for ( , &) to be a uniserial object in 
mod(mod A), i.e., to have a unique composition series. This investigation 
will be useful in the next section, and in the present section for answering 
in the affirmative the following two questions about Nakayama algebras. 
(1) If A and A’ are stably equivalent Nakayama algebras, do they 
have the same number of nonprojective simple objects ? 
(2) If A and A’ are stably equivalent Nakayama algebras, do they 
have the same Loewy length ? 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A be a Nakayama artin algebra, and M an 
&decomposable nonprojective jinitely generated A-module. Then ( , M) is 
uniserial in mod(mod A) if and only if M s PjrP or M g Pjr+lP, 
where P is an indecomposable projective A-module and rnP = 0. Further 
L( , P/rP) = L(P) - 1 = L( , P/r”-‘P) ifL(P) = n. 
Proof. Let P be an indecomposable projective A-module, and N an 
indecomposable A-module. If f: g -+ PjrP is a nonzero map, we know 
that since A is Nakayama, N must be isomorphic to P/rip for some i. If 
fi: P/rip -+ PjrP and fi’: P/rip + PjrP are two nonzero maps, it is not 
hard to see that for 
and 
( ,fi > 1: ( a pjrip) -+ ( > PIrp), 
Im( ,fi) = Im( ,_fi). Further, a nonzero map _fi: P/rip -+ PjrP factors -- 
through a nonzero map_fj: PlrjP + PjrP if and only if j < i. Hence if - - 
LL(P) = n, then Im( ,fnhI) C -0. C Im( , fi) C ( , PjrP) gives a unique 
composition series for ( , P/I-P). Hence ( , P/rP) is uniserial and 
L(,P/rP)=n-1 =L(P)-1. 
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Consider next P/m-1P, where r”-lP # 0, rP = 0. We first show 
that if N is an indecomposable object and f: N -+ P/r+lP is not a 
monomorphism, then f: & --+ P/m-1P is zero. We know that we have 
Im f = rip/r”-lP for some i. Since f is not a monomorphism, we have 
a commutative diagram 
N-p f l riP/r”-lP c Pp+1P, 
hencef is zero. It is then not hard to see that if fi: rip/r+-lP -+ P/rn-lP 
is a monomorphism, then Im( , fnh2) C **+ C Im( , fi) C ( , P/r”-‘P) 
gives a unique composition series for ( , P/r”-‘P) of length L(P) - 1. 
Assume now that M is an indecomposable nonprojective cl-module 
which is of neither of the types we have considered, i.e., M s P/rip, 
where i # 1 and ri+lP # 0. Let f : P/ri+lP + P/rip be an epimorphism 
and g : r-i-iP/riP + P/rip a monomorphism. We want to show that Im( , j) 
and Im( , g) are two subobjects of ( , P/rip), where neither one is 
contained in the other. Assume that Im( , g) C Im( , f). There would be 
a map h: +P/r”P + P/I-~+~P such that 
Piri+lP 
f, \ 
ri-lP/riP k PIriP 
commutes. Since f is not a monomorphism and Im h C P/ri+lP is simple, 
fh must be zero. Hence g must be zero, which is a contradiction since g 
can not factor through P. Assume then that Im( ,f) C Im( , g). Then 
there is a map h: P/ri+lP -+ ri-iP/riP such that 
+-lplrip * 
/,\ 
P/FP - * P/rip 
commutes. Then gh -f: Pi rz+lP -+ PIriP would factor through a 
projective n-module. Since f is an epimorphism and Imgh C rP/@P, 
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gh - f must be an epimorphism, which contradicts gh - f being zero. 
This completes the proof that ( , P/rip) is not uniserial, and hence the 
proof of the theorem. 
We now want to apply Proposition 1 .l to the question of whether 
there is a one-one correspondence between the nonprojective simple 
objects when A and A’ are stably equivalent Nakayama algebras. 
For general artin algebras the answer is not known. We do, however, 
know that the answer is yes if A and A’ are stably equivalent to an 
hereditary artin algebra [4]. And if K is a field of characteristic p, G a 
finite p-group, P its p-Sylow subgroup, and N = N(P) the normalizer 
of P, then J. A. Green has shown that KG and KN are stably equivalent 
if gPg-’ n P = (1) for all g E G, g $ N. And if in addition P is cyclic, 
then KG and kN have the same number of nonprojective simple objects. 
A natural way of attacking this problem in general would be to try to 
characterize the indecomposable simple nonprojective objects S as 
objects S of mod A/P or as projective objects ( , 8) of mod(mod A). 
However, the following example shows that this does not work even for 
Nakayama algebras. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let A = K[x]/(x~), k a field. Then mod A/P has 
precisely the two indecomposable objects A/r and A/r2. We then have an - 
equivalence of categories F: mod A/P --f mod A/P, where F(A/r) = A/r2 
and F(A/r2) = A/r. For let i: A/r -+ A/r and j: A/r2 + A/@% identity 
maps and ol: A/r-+ A/r2, /3: A/r2 -+ A/r fixed nonzero maps. Then F 
defined as above on the indecomposable objects and by F(g) = @ can be 
extended to give an equivalence of categories. But F carries a simple 
A-module to a nonsimple one. 
But even if we can not identify the ( , 8) that correspond to simple 
nonprojective A-modules S, we can for a Nakayama algebra A use 
Proposition 1 .l to find the number of simple nonprojective A-modules by 
studying mod(mod A). For each indecomposable projective A-module P 
of Loewy length n >, 3, PjrP and P/r+IP give rise to uniserial objects of 
length n - 1, and for no other indecomposable A-module M is ( , M) 
uniserial of length n - 1. Hence half of the uniserial objects of 
mod(mod A) of length n - 1 > 2 correspond to simple A-modules. 
Further, if P is an indecomposable projective A-module which has length 
2, PjrP gives rise to a simple projective object ( , PjrP), and this is the 
only way to get a simple projective object in mod(mod A). Summarized, 
the number of simple nonprojective A-modules can be computed in 
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mod(mod A), as a + (b/2), w h ere a is the number of simple projective 
objects, b the number of uniserial projective objects of length at least 2. 
Hence we have the following. 
THEOREM 1.3. If A and A’ are stably equivalent Nakayama algebras, 
then A and A’ have the same number of nonprojective simple modules. 
We next consider the connection between Loewy length and stable 
equivalence. It was shown in [4] that if A and A’ are stably equivalent, 
and stably equivalent to an hereditary algebra, then A and A’ have the 
same Loewy length. In particular, the Loewy length is then the same if 
the Loewy length of one of the algebras is known to be 2, as we have 
shown in [2] that any artin algebra A withLL(A) < 2, is stably equivalent 
to an hereditary artin algebra. The same result is also true for an artin 
ring [9]. However, there are examples showing that A and A’ can be 
stably equivalent when LL(A) = 3 and LL(A’) is arbitraily big [4]. We 
also point out that in these examples A’ is Nakayama. However, we now 
have the following. 
THEOREM 1.4. If A and A’ are stably equivalent Nakayama algebras, 
then LL(A) = LL(A’). 
Proof. For each nonsimple projective A-module P, we have one 
(or two) uniserial objects in mod(mod A) of length L(P) - 1. Hence 
LL(A) can be computed in mod(mod A), and is equal to n + 1, when n 
denotes the maximal length of uniserial objects in mod(mod A). 
2 
In this section we investigate to which extent an artin algebra stably 
equivalent to a Nakayama artin algebra A is again Nakayama. We shall 
show that this is the case ifU(A) < 4, but fails forLL(A) > 4. We shall 
find it useful first to characterize when &(mod A) is Nakayama. In [l] 
we discussed when mod(mod A) is Nakayama (in the more general case 
of dualizing R-varieties), and showed that mod(mod A) is Nakayama if 
and only if A is Nakayama andL.L(A) < 2. Here we show the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. mod(mod A) is Nakayama if and only if A is 
Nakayama andLL(A) < 3. 
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Proof. We first assume that /I is Nakayama and LL(/.l) < 3. Then 
all indecomposable /l-modules M are of the type P/rP or P/r+lP with 
rnP = 0, for an indecomposable projective A-module P. By Proposi- 
tion 1 .l, all indecomposable projective objects ( , J4) in &(mod rl) 
are hence uniserial. Using the natural duality between mod(mod (1) and 
mod(mod AoP) (see [l]), we can then conclude thatGd(mod (1) is 
Nakayama. 
If rl is Nakayama andU(rl) > 3, then mod(mod rl) is not Nakayama 
by Proposition 1.1. Assume now that mod(mod (1) is Nakayama, and 
let P be an indecomposable projective J-module. If P is injective, 
then if LL(P) = n, rlz-lP is simple. Assume that P is not injective, and 
assume that we have an inclusion f LT. g: 5’ u T -+ rn-lP, where S and T 
are simple A-modules. We consider the category mod A/E, which is 
equivalent to mod A/P, and where the objects are denoted by M. 
Consider then the diagram 




( 9 r> ( ,I) 
Since ( , P) is uniserial, there is a map h: T --+ S (or h: S + T) such that 
s 
commutes. But f/z - g: T --t P can not factor through an injective 
module, since f/z - g is a monomorphism. Hence we can conclude that 
rm--lP is simple. We repeat the argument for P/r+-lP, and continue 
to show that all rip/r *+lP are simple, so that P has a unique composition 
series. By a duality argument, we can now conclude that (1 is Nakayama. 
Since /l being Nakayama of Loewy length at most 3 has been described 
completely inside mod(mod A), we have as an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 2.1. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. If an artin algebra A’ is stably equivalent to a 
Nakayama artin al’gebra A with LL(A) < 3, then A’ is itself Nakayama 
withLL(A’) < 3. 
We shall next prove the following. 
THEOREM 2.3. If A’ is stably equivalent to a Nakayama algebra A 
with U(A) ,< 4, then A’ is also Nakayama and LL(A’) < 4. 
Proof. Assume first that A is not local. It is not hard to check 
that if A and 3 are indecomposable A-modules, and f, g: & -+ &3 
are nonzero maps, which are not isomorphisms, then there is an 
isomorphism h: A -+ A such that the diagram commutes. For 
4 
each indecomposable object _C in mod A/P, we consider the 
indecomposable A-modules A with a nonzero map $: 4 --f ,C which 
is not an isomorphism, and draw a diagram to indicate how the maps 
factor. We write down the possible diagrams for the indecomposable 




And for PjrP we then have 
P/r3P + P/r”P + PjrP. - - - 
607/x7/2-8 
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If L(P) = 3 we have the diagrams 
and for L(P) = 2, just P/rP alone. We point out that the only case where 
two objects in a diagram are isomorphic, is in the diagram for P/r2P 
when L(P) = 4 and (1 is local. Then rP/r3P and P/r2P are isomorphic. 
We have now given all possibilities for diagrams for _C in the above 
sense, where _C is an indecomposable object in mod A/P, whenLL(J < 4. 
The diagrams occuring for _C in mod A’/P must hence be of the same 
types. We want to use this to conclude that for each indecomposable 
projective cl’-module P, riP/ri+lP is simple (or zero) for all i. We shall 
divide the investigation up into several lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.4. L(P) < 4 f or each indecomposable projective A’-module 
P, and ifLL(P) = 4, then P is uniserial. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that P is an indecomposable pro- 
jective /l’-module with L(P) > 5. We then have a chain of submodules 
with proper inclusions (0) = P,, C PI C Pz C P, C P4 C P. Then P/PI --t 
P/P2 -+ PIP, -+ P/P, would be part of a diagram for P/P, . This is --- 
a contradiction, so that we can conclude that L(P) < 4. Hence if 
LL(P) = 4, L(P) = 4, so that P is uniserial. 
LEMMA 2.5. If LL(P) = 3, then P is uniserial. 
Proof. If LL(P) = 3, we know by Lemma 2.4 that L(r2P) < 2 and 
L(rP/r2P) < 2. Assume that r2P g T1 JJ T, , where Tl and T2 are 
simple (I-modules. We shall use the fact that mod Al/P and mod /1//E 
are equivalent categories. P is an indecomposable noninjective cl-module, 
since sot P is not simple. Part of the diagram for P is then 
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From the allowable pictures we know that Tr and T, are not isomorphic. 
Then 
PIT, 
PIr2P + PjrP - - 
is part of the diagram for PjrP, a contradiction. Hence we conclude that 
L(r2P) = 1. Assume now that L(rP/r2P) = 2, i.e., rP/r2P g Tl IJ T2, 






with no arrow between rr and r2 . It must then be possible to find an 
indecomposable nonprojective cl-module C, to get the diagram 
-1 
YT\ 4 
By considering the allowed diagrams, we know that ( , ri) is uniserial 
of length 2 or 3. But iff: rP -+ rP/r2P z Tl 1l: T, is an epimorphism, 
we have that the three indecomposable objects f-l(T& rP and _C all -- 
have nonzero maps to ri . We point out that the three indecomposable 
objects are clearly nonisomorphic. For example, rP and C are not 
isomorphic, since we know that we have a nonzero map from _C to P/r2P, 
but can have no nonzero map from rP to P/r2P. We now have a contra- -- 
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diction to ( , T1) being uniserial of length 2 or 3, so we conclude that 
L(rP/r2P) = 1, so that P is uniserial. 
LEMMA 2.6. If LL(P) = 2, then P is uniserial. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 we have that L(rP) < 3 if P is an indecom- 
posable projective A-module with LL(P) = 2. If L(rP) = 3, then 
rP g Tl u T, IJ T, , where Tl , T2 and T, are simple d-modules. 
Since P is then not injective, we get a contradiction by considering the 
diagram 
Tl 
\ - - 
T, - P. 
/ 
T2 
If L(rP) = 2, then rP s Tl IJ T, , where Tl and T, are simple 
A-modules. We consider the diagram 
which shows that Tl and T, are not isomorphic, hence P/T, and P/T2 
can not be isomorphic. Consider 
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It must then be possible to find an indecomposable nonprojective 





and there can be no other indecomposable objects D than _C, PIT,, 
P/T2 , with a nonzero map to PIrP: We now claim that C is the only 
indecomposable nonprojective A-module not isomorphic to P/T, such 
that there is a nonzero map from _C to P/ Tl . For assume thatf : D -+ P/ Tl 
is such that f: D -+ PIT, is not zero, where D is not isomorphic to C or 
to PIT,. If-f: D -+ PIT, is an epimorphism, we would get induced a 
nonzero map from g to PlrP, which would give a contradiction. Hence 
Im f = Tz . But then f: D --+ PI Tl must factor through P, so that f is 
zero, a contradiction. We can now conclude that ( , P/T,) is uniserial 
of length two, and analogously the same is the case for ( , P/T,). But 
since Pi Tl and PI Tz occur as they do in 
this is a contradiction. Hence we can conclude that P is uniserial. 
We have now shown that all the indecomposable (left) projective 
A’-modules are uniserial, hence A is Nakayama by a duality argument. 
That LL(d’) < 4 follows from Theorem 1.4. The case that A is local is 
treated similary. 
We end this section by giving an example to show that the result 
in Theorem 2.3 is best possible. 
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EXAMPLE 2.7. In [6] the group G = LF(p, K) is considered, where 
p is a prime and k a field of characteristic p. Let N be the normalizer 
of the p-Sylow subgroup P of N. Results of J. A. Green show that kN 
and KG are stably equivalent. kN is Nakayama by [lo], but KG is not 
Nakayama if p >, 5. It is easy to see that LL(kN) = p. Hence if p = 5, 
we have an algebra KG which is not Nakayama, but which is stably 
equivalent to the Nakayama algebra kN with LL(kN) = 5. This is the 
same example that we used in [4] to show that Loewy length is not 
preserved by stable equivalence. 
In [l] it was shown that if gl.dim. (1 < 12, then gl.dim.mod(mod /l) < 
3n - 1. We also showed that if conversely gl.dim.mod(mod II) < 
3 . 1 - 1 = 2, then (1 is stably equivalent to an artin algebra /l’ with 
gl.dim. rl’ < 1. Here we shall show that this can not be generalized 
to all n. For we give an example where gl.dim.mod(mod II) < 5, but 
rl is not stably equivalent to any artin algebra (1’ with gl.dim. A’ < 2. 
We shall first recall some facts about the structure of indecomposable 
Nakayama algebras [5]. Assume that all our artin algebras are basic. 
Let PI = Ae, ,..., P, = Ae, be the indecomposable nonisomorphic 
projective (l-modules. They can be indexed in such a way that 
(a) flei/rei s rei+i/r2eitl , i = l,..., n - 1, and if r-r1 # (0), then 
fle,/re, li re,/r2e, . 
(b) ci = L(AeJ > 2, i = 2 ,..., n. 
(cl %+1 = L(Ae,+3 < L(Ae,) + 1 = ci + 1, i = l,..., n - 1. 
(d) ci = L(fle,) < L(Ae,) + 1 = c, + 1. 
A sequence of integers ci ,..., c, is called an admissible sequence if it 
satisfies (b), (c) and (d) above. 
Given such an admissible sequence c1 ,..., c, and a division algebra 
D, we can find a basic Nakayama algebra (1 with ci ,..., c, as the associated 
admissible sequence and such that the endomorphism ring of each of the 
simple A-modules is isomorphic to D [7]. We have the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that A is an &decomposable Nakayama 
algebra with LL(A) < 4 and such that L(P) > 3 for each indecomposable 
projective A-module. If A’ is an artin algebra with no semisimple summands 
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stably equivalent to A, then A’ and A are Nakayama algebras which have 
the same admissible sequence. 
Proof. Let A be an indecomposable Nakayama algebra with 
LL(A) = 4, and assume that L(P) > 3 for each indecomposable projec- 
tive A- module. Let A’ be an algebra stably equivalent to A. By 
Theorem 2.3, A’ is also Nakayama andLL(A’) = 4. Using Proposition 1.1 
we see, by considering the uniserial objects in mod(mod A) of length 1 
and 2, that A and A’ have the same number of indecomposable projective 
modules of length 2 and of length 3. By Theorem 1.3, A and A’ have 
the same number of indecomposable nonsimple projective modules. 
It then follows that they also have the same number of indecomposable 
projective modules of length 4. In particular, A’ has no indecomposable 
projective module of length 2. We claim that A’ has also no simple 
projective module. For let ci , ca ,..., c, be the associated admissible 
sequence. If A’ has a simple projective module, we must have ci = 1. 
Since c. %+r < ci + 1, and some ci is 4, we must have ck = 2 for some k, 
a contradiction. We can now conclude that the admissible sequence for 
A’ also has only the numbers 3 and 4, and the same number of each of 
these numbers. 
To show that the admissible sequences are actually the same, we shall 
characterize the admissible sequence inside the category mod(mod A). 
We point out that if A is local, there is no problem. Hence we assume that 
A is not local. It shall be convenient to divide the indecomposable 
projective objects in mod(mod A) into the following groups. 
(I) The nonuniserial ones. 
(II) The uniserial ones of length 2. 
(III) The uniserial ones of length 3. 
If P is an indecomposable projective A-module, then ( , P/r”P) is in 
(I) if and only if L(P) = 4 and in (II) if and only if L(P) = 3, i.e., 
saying where ( , P/r”P) lies gives us the number L(P). Hence if we can 
show how to construct ( , rP/r3P) from ( , P/r”P), we will be done. 
If there is an indecomposable projective object in (I) with a nonzero 
map to ( , P/r2P), it must be ( , rP/r3P), which is there if and only if the 
length of the projective cover of rP is 4. If the length of the projective 
cover of rP is 3, there are two indecomposable projective objects in 
group (II) with a nonzero map to ( , P/r2P), and these are ( , rP/r2P), 
and ( , rP/r3P). We can identify ( , rP/r3P) among the two for the 
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following reason: There is a nonzero map from ( , rP/r3P) to ( , rP/rsP), 
but not conversely, if A is not local. This discussion shows that we can 
describe how to construct ( , rP/r3P) from ( , P/r2P) inside mod(mod A). 
We point out that to get the process started, we can start out with an 
object in (I), which we know must be of the type ( , P/r”P). This finishes 
the proof that A and A’ have the same admissible sequences. 
We go on to show how to construct our desired counterexample. Let 
(4, 3) be a given admissible sequence. By [7], we know that we can find 
a basic algebra A with (4, 3) as the associated admissible sequence. We 
sketch briefly how to describe such a A. Let K be a field, 
Let PI and P, be the indecomposable projective A-modules, S, = P&Pi. 
Indicating the order of the composition factors in a composition series 
for Pi we write 
In this notation, the indecomposable torsionless nonprojective A-modules 
are ($) and S, . Let T/P denote the full subcategory of mod A/P 
generated by the indecomposable objects M, for M torsionless. We 
showed in [3] that for n 2 3, gl.dim.mod T/P < 1z - 3 if and only if 
gl.dim.mod(mod A) < n. It is easy to see that in our case gl.dim. 
mod T/P = 1, since mod T/P is clearly equivalent to mod P, where 
P = (f E). Hence gl.dim.mod(mod A) = 4 < 5 = 3n - 1 for n = 2. 
But A is not stably equivalentto any artin algebra A’ with gldim. A’ < 2. 
For by Proposition 3.1, A’ must be Nakayama with the admissible 
sequence (4, 3). In general, the global dimension is determined by the 
associated admissible sequence [5]. For the sequence (4.3) it is easily 
seen to be infinite. This finishes the proof of the counterexample. 
We point out that for the construction of this counterexample we 
did not need the full force of Proposition 3.1, but just that in the 
admissible sequence for A’ stably equivalent to A 3 and 4 occured the 
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same number of times as for A. But the more general result is interesting 
in itself. It is an open question whether two stably equivalent Nakayama 
algebras must have the same admissible sequences. 
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